
MACRO AND MICRO ENVIRONMENT OF TESCO

INTRODUCTION This report is aimed at the important analysis of a macro and micro the business Tesco environment,
one of the biggest food.

Tax changes, new laws, trade barriers, demographic change and government policy changes are all examples
of macro change. A change in customer needs will impact upon the organisation's ability to serve its
customers. Furnham, Economical E â€” The economic factors are associated with the aspects of leveraging
costs, demand, profits as well as prices. Changes in the macro-environment factors can have a direct impact on
not only the Tesco Plc but also can impact other players in the Retail. Independency: As Devine P. The
Recession A recession will often occur when inflation grows rapidly; goods become more expensive at a time
when consumers have less money to spend. The reason for this is that TESCO is a very big organization that
comprises of different layers of hierarchy. Also, Tesco is minimizing the waste produced in their stores by
increasing social conscience in customers. This would be very distinct, because these kind of foods are not
found in every store, it is easy to promote, and also there criteria can be measured. Wotif is also affected by
these internal and external factors With this growth Tesco's is now the largest super market chain Mullins, p7.
Microeconomics focuses on the patterns of supply and demand and the determination of price and also output
in individual markets. The recommendations can be concluded as appropriate market positioning, localization
and cost control. Two of the most distinct ones include, firstly, the development and introduction of online
shopping with facilities for home delivery. Provide services like the students can order the products by
telephone or online and go and pick them up later on their ways, they dont have to be preoccupied by food
shopping; they are already occupied by lectures, studying, and by social life, on the other hand, the
international students don't have to travel far to the specialty stores to buy ethnic products. The marketing
performance and macro environment of supermarkets are guided by their strategies, on the other hand, the
strategies are reinforced by them, in order to be more competitive and react quickly to the change of the whole
industry Martin, p Kosher food no pork, no seafood, no combined dairy and meat, and animals are slaughtered
according to the Jewish faith for the Jewish minority of the students besides the no beef food for the students
of the Hindu faith. In summary, the macro environment is involved with the industries, companies, markets,
clients and competitors, while the micro environment can be represented by the suppliers, competitors There is
also the aspect of analyzing the relation between the structural as well as functional aspect of the retail
organization. For the aspect of facilitating the various policies, TESCO is providing its customers with
reduction of prices in respect of the fuel that they are purchasing in relation to the amount that they are
spending on their grocery stores.


